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Introduction
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As a result of climate change, there has been an increase in flooding all over
the world, especially in coastal areas. The coastal city of Miami, Florida is about
seventeen feet above sea level at its highest point, with much of the city at five
feet or less above sea level. This study is focused in the neighborhood of Brickell.
The neighborhood is on the coast and thus acts as a barrier between the Atlantic
and other neighborhoods in Miami. The neighborhood has also been the center of
a lot of recent growth and development and has become a cultural center. Brickell
already experiences flooding when there are large storms, which are becoming
more frequent. With a two foot sea level rise, which is projected to happen
before the year 2060, about half of the Brickell neighborhood will experience
70 days or more of flooding per year. Despite knowing this, the population of
the neighborhood is growing, and it has become the most densely populated
neighborhood in Miami. This project proposes a harm reduction strategy for
those choosing to live in this, and other areas, where there will be inevitable
flooding.
This project looks at both vernacular and contemporary precedents of stilted
buildings to determine the best structure to support high density buildings in
this context. The proposal works with Miami-Dade county’s current resiliency
strategies to integrate stilted building into the urban fabric. The buildings
function as apartments or office space during dry conditions, but are outfitted for
emergency situations as well.
This proposal is not a solution to flooding, nor is it a plan for living with
water. It is a harm reduction strategy.
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Brickell
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Brickell is a neighborhood of over 35,500 people, increased from just under
18,000 in 2019. About one third of the population is in their 20s or 30s. It is a
growing city center of young professionals. The neighborhood is constantly
changing, with buildings being knocked down and built anew. Brickell is
the main financial district for Southern Florida, and is the core for banking,
investments, and the financial sector. Brickell and downtown Miami hold most
of the state’s foreign consulates, and the neighborhood has been attracting a lot
of foreign investors. What had once been a neighborhood of mostly businesses,
with few residents, has become the most densely populated neighborhood in
Miami. Most of the neighborhood consists of high-rise towers, but it has also
become a cultural hub, with trendy restaurants, nightlife, galleries, and shopping.
The Brickell City Centre, a large indoor-outdoor mall and condo complex, has
been sited as the catalyst for the neighborhood’s recent growth. More and more
tourists are opting to stay at luxury hotels in Brickell rather than beach resorts.
The area is often referred to as “The Manhattan of the South” due to its walkability, skyline, public transportation, and busy, traffic filled streets at all hours of
the day.
Despite both city planners and citizens being aware of the dangers and flood
risks, the neighborhood continues to grow.
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Current Resiliency Strategy
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Developers in the area seem to have an unofficial policy of leaving the lower
floors of high-rise towers as parking garages. The thought is that in the event
of a flood, only the garages will fill with water and occupants will be protected.
However, in a flood, cars are picked up by the water and crash into the walls
of the enclosed garages. This will only weaken the building and make it more
dangerous.
The Miami-Dade County office of resiliency has put forth an official plan
to help mitigate the dangers of flooding. One of their policies is to “Build Like
the Keys,“ referring to stilted single-family homes in the Florida Keys. It has
become a requirement to raise the first floor of buildings built in flood zone VE,
the flood zone closest to the coast and at the lowest elevation. However, this has
mostly resulted in the construction of single-family homes and other small scale
buildings. These low-density buildings simply do not respond to the needs of the
neighborhood.
Another part of the county’s plan is to build on high ground around transit
and other infrastructure. Some of the highways and train tracks are already
elevated, but the city is proposing that all new infrastructure be built on higher
ground and essential services and housing be built next to it. The county is also
planning to build on fill. The proposal itself recognizes that this plan is flawed,
as they will need to continuously build up these area as water rises and the fill
erodes. By selecting specific areas to be elevated over others the city is creating
a new flooding problem. Berms redirect water, they do not make it disappear.
By elevating certain parts of the neighborhood, they are ensuring more severe
flooding in others.
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This rendering is from the Resilient 305 website. It outlines Miami-Dade county’s resiliency strategy, showing what it
might look like to “Build Like the Keys,” but it only includes 1-2 story buildings.

This is the ground floor of the Perez Art Museum of Miami. This 3 story building is the tallest building in the area that is
raised on stilts.

Orange - Highways
Purple - Main Roads
Red - Railroad
Current Water Level
Water Level in 2060
Water Level in 2100

This map shows the three flood zones in the Brickell neighborhood: VE, AE, and X.

This map shows important infrastructure in the neighborhood that is either already elevated, or is likely to be elevated in
the near future.

Policy Change
This project proposes an expansion to the existing code of Miami-Dade
county. Currently, only buildings in the FEMA flood zone VE must be raised. I
am proposing this policy be expanded inland.
Thus far, the tallest building in the area that is on stilts is the Perez Art
Museum of Miami, at three stories. The renderings showing what it would
look like for people to begin to build on stilts only show single-family homes,
revealing how planners envision the future of the city. However, these renderings
do not reflect the reality of the busy, densely populated city. This project
proposes that all new construction, both high and low density, be raised on stilts.
This is not a proposal for a method of living with water, it is a harm reduction
and evacuation plan.
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Map
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Typologies
This is a collection of precedent stilting systems from around the world. It
includes vernacular architecture, contemporary architecture, and contemporary
structures built based on local traditions. Here, their organization has been
diagrammed and their material, reason for using stilts, and use for the
underneath space is documented. I have isolated the structural elements of each
system to determine how to best create a strong, supportive system that responds
to the needs of the site selected for this project.
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Rumah Panggung

Architecture of Kedah, Malaysia

Base
Slab
Vertical Columns

Typologies

Typologies

Building Height: 1 story
Material: Wood or Bamboo
Reason for Stilts: flooding, 		
		
ventilation, avoiding 		
		
animals and thieves, and
		
cultural and spiritual
		reasons
Notes:
		
The stilt system has 		
rectangular stilts that sit 			
on block foundations, usually 		
made of stone. Modern houses 		
often use concrete.
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Nipa

Architecture of Mindanao,
Philippines

Slab
Vertical Columns
Walls Above Stilt System

Typologies

Typologies

Building Height: 1 story
Materials: wood, bamboo
Reason for stilts: flooding, 		
		
ventilation, cultural 		
		
reasons, and to prevent 		
		
rats and other pests
Notes:
		
When dry, the 			
underneath space is used for 		
storage or to raise animals. 		
Because of this it is sometimes 		
fenced off.
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Rumah Panggung

Nipa

Beams
Beams

Omo Hada

Architecture of Northern Nias
Island, Indonesia

Diagonal Stilts
Slab
Vertical Columns

Typologies

Typologies

Height: 1 story
Material: Wood
Reason for Stilts: defense and 		
		resistance to 			
		earthquakes
Notes:
		
The stilt system is made 		
up of rows of alternating 		
vertical and diagonal stilts.
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Base

Dock House

SAA Arquitectura + Territorio,
2019
Pichicuy, Chile

Diagonal Stilts
Slab
Vertical Columns

Typologies

Typologies

Height: 1 story
Material: Wood
Reason for Stilts: change in
		
elevation and provide
		
coastal views
		
throughout the house
Notes:
		
The system includes a 		
		
wooden plinth, diagonal
		
stilts, and concrete 		
		
footing.
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Beneath an Omo Hada

Dock House

Punta Chilen

Guillermo Acuña, 2021
Chiloe, Chile

Home extension based on the
vernacular palafitos of Chiloe

Diagonal Stilts
Load Bearing Walls
Slab
Vertical Columns

Typologies

Typologies

Height: 1 story
Material: Painted Wood
Reason for Stilts: flooding, 		
		
change in elevation, and		
		tradition
Notes:
		
Diagonal stilts are 			
“woven” between vertical 		
stilts. This house also has walls
that help support it.
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Tathata

Arsom Silp Community and
Environmental Architects, 2017
Nan, Thailand
Based on the Lanna traditional
architecture

Beams
Beams
Load Bearing Walls
Slab
Vertical Columns

Typologies

Typologies

Height: 1 story
Material: Wood
Reason for Stilts: tradition and 		
		
ventilation
Notes:
		
The stilts support lateral 		
beams that hold up a second 		
floor. Part of the house is 		
supported by walls.
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Punta Chilen

Tathata, Underneath the Stilted Section

Load Bearing Walls
Slab

Villa Savoye

Le Corbusier, 1931
Poissy, France

Vertical Columns

Typologies

Typologies

Height: 1 story above stilts
Materials: Concrete
Reason for Stilts: one of Le 		
		
Corbusier’s principles of
		architecture
Notes:
		
The second floor is 		
supported by round, 			
thin columns and by walls.
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Load Bearing Walls

Astor Tower

Bertrand Goldberg, 1960
Chicago, USA

Slab
Vertical Columns

Typologies

Typologies

Height: 25 stories
Materials: concrete
Reason for Stilts: car 			
		
circulation underneath
		and aesthetics
Notes:
		
The building is 			
supported by columns line the 		
perimeter of the building and 		
by the walls around the core. 		
The core is “exposed” 			
up to the 5th floor.
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Villa Savoye

Astor Tower

The Aluminium Centrum
or

The Aluminum Forest

Diagonal Stilts
Slab
Vertical Columns

Micha de Haas Architects, 2001
Utrecht, Netherlands

Typologies

Typologies

Height: 1 story
Materials: Aluminum
Reason for Stilts: show the 		
		
history of aluminum 		
		
in the area and the 		
		
benefits and qualities of 		
		
the material
Notes:
		
368 thin stilts at different
angles support the building 		
above an artificial lake.
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Diagonal Stilts

Floris Hotel

Slab

NOA, 2021
Siusi allo Sciliar, Italy

Typologies

Typologies

Height: 2 story
Materials: Metal, unspecified
Reason for Stilts: smaller 		
		
footprint and feels like a 		
		tree-house
Notes:
		
Clusters of three thin 		
stilts at angles, hold buildings 		
about 3 meters above the 		
ground.
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Underneath the Aluminum Forest

Floris Hotel

New System
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For my system, I utilized the beam organization of the vernacular architecture
of Northern Nias Island, Indonesia. I also used alternating rows of vertical
stilts and vertical and horizontal stilts, as was done in the modern Chilean
single-family home. The diagonal stilts provide necessary lateral support to
the structure. The resulting system is modular, giving it the ability to adapt to
different sites. The proposed system is a network, consisting of multiple blocks of
buildings raised on connected platforms that weave their way between existing
construction.
The city requires a practice of elevation. They are aware of this and are
building up certain areas with fill, but that is not enough. The stilting system
breaks the cycle of pushing water created by berms and seawalls. The permeable
stilting system allows water to pass through it, rather than redirecting it.
Floods that last for long periods of time cut people off from important
infrastructure like plumbing and electricity. Because of this, the system cannot
be a solution for living with water. This system provides only the necessary
infrastructure for crisis situations and evacuation. The system can be used in 40
years when there is 3 feet of water throughout large parts of the neighborhood, or
it can be used tomorrow, or next week in the next large scale tropical storm.
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New System

New System
56

Diagram of the structure of an Oma Hada (page 30-31)

Diagram of the structure of the Dock House (page 32-33)
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New System

New System

New System

New System

The ground plan is of
the same block and also
shows the mobile pier
that will be used in wet
conditions.

New Systems

New Systems
62

This plan shows the
structural organization
of my new system. This
platform supports 5
buildings, with walking
space, and a central
courtyard. There are
ramps to be used in dry
conditions to reach the
platform from ground
level.
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In order to do so, my stilt system will create a platform that supports several buildings,
walking space, courtyards, and connections to these elevated areas.

New System

New System

The new stilt system will connect to the areas built up with fill and the elevated
infrastructure that is planned by the county.

New System

New System

This system is effective to protect occupants against flooding, but it is also
usable over the next several decades before there will be standing water in the
neighborhood. However, the space requires a transient program, as there are
flooding already occurs within the neighborhood. This plan, a zoomed in image
of the ground plan (shown on page 63), imagines the space with food carts and
space for a farmers’ markets, flea markets, and street fairs. The space plays off
the culture of the surrounding area, bringing in the food, art, and culture of
Brickell, integrating it into the city, and preventing isolation. The impermanent
nature of the program is conducive to nightlife as well as daytime activities. The
underneath space can become a cultural hub for the Brickell neighborhood.
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When there is flooding, both
now and in the future, the system
transforms. During a storm, the
electricity will likely be cut off,
making the upper floors of the
buildings unoccupiable. The bottom
ten floors, which have apartments
and amenities for tenants during
dry conditions, transform for the
emergency conditions. This becomes
a place of refuge. There is space for
displaced persons, food storage, and
the equipment to create an emergency
clinic. There is a boardwalk and
mobile pier for rescue boats to dock.
Helicopters for air rescue can land
on the helipads on top of some of
the buildings, or in the courtyards
between them. The upper, unoccupied
floors are fitted with emergency lights.
They become a beacon, signaling to
rescue helicopters and boats, and
guiding people towards the platform.

Flooding

For the purposes of this project, flooding refers to the
large-scale flooding occurring as a result of climate
change. These floods stretch across neighborhoods or
cities, covering the streets and sometimes several stories
of a building.

Harm Reduction

Glossary

A set of practical strategies and ideas aimed at reducing
negative consequences. Harm reduction is not a solution
to a problem, but rather a way to lessen the pain while
coping with the problem.

High-Density Building

A large-scale urban building with high occupancy, such
as an office tower or apartment building.

Integrate

The goal of this project is to incorporate stilted buildings
into an existing urban environment. A successful
integration is one where the building serves the
community, fits in with the neighborhood, and the
occupants don’t feel isolated or disconnected.

Stilting System

The structure elevating a building; the system is made up
of columns or piers and often has cross bracing elements
or supporting walls.

Vernacular Architecture

74

A type of local or regional construction, using traditional
materials and resources from the area where the building
is located. This architecture is closely related to its context,
and aware of the geological features and cultural aspects
of its surroundings, being strongly influenced by them.
Vernacular styles are unique to different places in the
world, becoming even a means of reaffirming an identity.
Definition from ArchDaily What is Vernacular
Architecture? Written by Camilla Ghisleni and translated
by Tarsila Duduch
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